JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1A34 - ATOMIC and EISENHOWER SPEECH
<07/96>
[u-bit #19200253]
2002.3-2-2
19:00:16 1) PAN of desert, sign: “Camp Desert Rock - III Corps”, truck
(N) Atomic Tests -2-19:06:02 through security gate, soldiers in trucks along dusty road,
[partial sound]
soldiers jumping out of truck, soldier writing on paper, rifle
being placed in bunker, dummies laying on ground near foxhole,
headlights from trucks along road at night, soldiers walking at night,
three officers standing in desert, large group of soldiers sitting on
ground facing away from explosion, light from explosion illuminating
them, turning around and looking in direction of explosion making
sounds of wonderment <synch sound>, CS one soldier in group with
fingers in his ears, views of soldiers looking at smoke from blast
visible in background, soldier being interviewed about his reaction to
explosion <synch sound>, soldiers in bunker waving others on as he
jumps out and heads toward area of explosion
19:05:27
soldier taking Geiger counter readings off of flag pole
19:05:35
-19:05:37

soldier wearing hood taking Geiger counter reading off jeep

19:05:37

soldier examining rifle at site and writing down his findings, soldiers
walking in desert [Telenews?]

19:06:17 2) <film informing public about the facts and effects of atomic bombs> (S) Atomic Bombs:
-19:14:38 staged scenes with actors - knock out by “The Atomic Kid” during
“The Effects Of
boxing match, man on sidewalk reading headlines about match,
Atomic Bomb
talking with another man while waiting at stop sign, after sign
Explosions”
changes to “Go” man almost being hit by taxi with sign: “Atomic
[sound]
Cab Co.”, man entering bar and listening to another man and
woman speaking with sign on wall: “Try Our Atomic Cocktail”,
two military officers at desk drinking coffee and talking about now
most people misunderstand the nature of atomic bombs,
actual footage with diagrams - blasts from Test Able at Bikini Islands,
destroyed buildings, HA diplomats standing together, wave from rock
dropped into water, Japanese woman being treated for radiation burns,
bridge, destroyed buildings, building on fire, Japanese man with radiation
burns, Japanese grave with Japanese characters written on obelisk and
battleship in background, patients in hospital, marks from flash heat from
explosion on bridges, pole, and monument
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2002.3-1-4
19:14:39 1) “Report On Eniwetok” - exterior shot of Congress Building,
-19:16:25 man sitting at desk speaking <no sound>, military official
stating that surveys failed to reveal any contamination of a
serious nature from atomic blast on food or drinking water
(1951)

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
5 #25 (S-5)
[partial sound]

19:16:29 2) photos of the two atomic cannons (one being standby) used
(S) Newsreels:
in test
Telenews 0584
19:16:35
street scene of downtown Las Vegas, neon signs of casinos, interior
(S-3B)
of casino with people gambling at slot machines and games at tables,
sign at entrance to “Desert Rock Camp - Sixth Army” about 60 miles
from Las Vegas, man in car being refused entrance at security gate at
“U.S. Atomic Energy Commission - Nevada Proving Grounds -19:17:34 Mercury, Nevada” (05/25/53)
19:17:37 3) crowd, photographers, and cameramen preparing to witness blast,
-19:21:16 LS airplane with exhaust overhead, CS man smoking pipe and
wearing sun glasses, soldiers in trucks along road, domed building
with cars out front

(N) Telenews:
Atomic Tests

19:21:19 4) women drinking atomic shake at bar, same crowd from above
-19:23:25 preparing to watch atomic blast [Telenews]

(N) Atomic Tests -1-

2002.3-3-1
19:23:30 1) “Close Up Test of A-Bomb For People, Homes” - atomic tests
(S) Newsreels:
-19:28:44 being conducted at Yucca Flats, Nevada to measure radiation levels
Warner-Pathe
on food, mannequins, and any solid matter close to ground zero R-29
installation of electric power plant, sign: “U.S. Atomic Energy
[section]
Commission - Nevada Test site - Mercury, Nevada - Not Open To
[sound-with
The Public”, AERIALS of ‘Survivors Town’ soon to be blown up,
narration]
mannequins on couch, food on shelves, sign: “Grandma’s Pantry...”,
automatic cameras by mannequins, soldiers in tanks driving across
countryside, cameramen wearing protective glasses getting ready for
blast, mushroom cloud from blast, soldiers in trenches, CSs from
automatic cameras during blast of buildings exploding, aftermath
of explosion, men taking Geiger counter readings, tanks, radio tower,
mangled mannequins, building being blown up (1950s)
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19:28:47 1) “Major Campaign Address By Ike”
(S) Newsreels:
-19:30:46 <“In Denver Coliseum, a crowd of 11,000 at rally, hear
Telenews D. Vol. 5
Eisenhower deliver a major campaign address in which he blames
#129 (S-6)
the Truman administration for Soviet gains in the Balkans and
[sound]
in China.”>
-crowd milling into coliseum, Eisenhower waving from car driving
into hall, crowd applauding, front view of Ike and Mrs. Eisenhower
smiling surrounded by group of people, Ike on platform receiving
flowers, front view of Ike making speech into microphones:
“For The First Time In History Young Americans Find Their Country,
As It Faces The World, Fearful And Indecisive. The Roots Of This
Tragedy Are Found In The Fact That We Have Been Too Ready For
Too Long To Trust A Godless Dictatorship. Think Of The Places That
Stand As Black Monuments To This Misplaced Trust: Our Loss Of
China; A Divided And Almost Naked Germany; The Enslaved
Countries Of The Baltic And The Balkans; A Long And Bloody
Struggle In Greece. Today The Consequences Of That Misplaced
Trust Come Home To Everyone Of Us In The War In Korea. If We Had
Been Less Trusting, If We Had Been Less Soft And Weak There Might
Easily Have Been No War In Korea. But For This Great Nation Of Ours
There Is No Reason For Defeatism. Russia’s Kremlin Masters Are Not
Supermen. There Is One Language They Understand Without An
Interpreter, That Is The Language Of Strength: Economic, Military And
Spiritual Strength.” (06/27/52)

